EMBRACING CHANGE
A Six Step Process

Welcome
No thanks!
We are too busy

“The motion has been made and seconded that we stick our heads in the sand.”
“It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change”
- Charles Darwin
Transitioning from College to the Working World

I had to **LEARN**

**Early in Career**

I had to **LEAN IN** and deepen expertise
Later in Career - Losing my biggest client (like losing a job)

I had to **LOOK AROUND**

Birth of my First Child

I had to **LOOK INSIDE**
Growing a Business

I Must LIFT UP

Living my Mission

LEGACY

TO-DO LIST:
1. BUILD A LEGACY
2. 
3. 
Six Ways to Embrace Change

✓ Learn as much as I can
✓ Lean In/deepen expertise
✓ Look Around and notice something new
✓ Look Inside and become more self-aware
✓ Lift Up someone else
✓ Legacy

THANK YOU!